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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract-As grid power is not reliable in rural as well as in urban areas and DG running cost is 

higher due to increasing diesel price, time has come to think alternative energy sources. Solar 

energy has proven to be a reliable and economical method of powering telecommunication 

systems in places where conventional electricity is unavailable or impractical. It provides an 

excellent source of clean, reliable power to keep un-interrupted power supply to telecom towers. 

This paper contains a brief description of Indian telecom towers and photovoltaic (PV) cells used 

in telecommunication systems.  
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                                                                          I. Introduction 

Because the power grid is not always reliable in many parts of the world, many so-called 

“standby” generator sets installed at cell towers, in fact running for several hours every day. 

With the sustained rise of global energy prices, the fuel costs of running these diesel generators 

are a major piece of the total cost of ownership (TCO) for these cell towers. For example, the 

fuel cost (as a percentage of TCO) could be as high as 64% for a typical 12 kW diesel generator 

running for about eight hours per day. This cost is driving many telecom cell tower operators to 

consider other power system options, particularly renewable energy sources to reduce the 

operating expenditure. 

India is now in the second largest of the Global telecom markets and is projected to 

overcome China. Our country currently has about 7,28,663 BTS (in 4,00,000 telecom towers) 

around the land and poised to increase to 750,000 towards the end of 2012 (2). A large portion of 

these towers is not connected to the electricity grid or does not have access to reliable electricity 

implying they have to install backup power systems in order to run without interruptions. Diesel 

Generators have been the choice of telecom operators despite their high carbon imprint. Telecom 

Towers are estimate to burn 2 Billion Liters of Diesel (around 500 million barrels) annually at a 

cost of   10000 crores. On an average, about   260,000 is being spent annually to fulfil the 

diesel requirements of a single telecom tower. These high input costs also result in high 

pollution. While the government has been trying to convert these towers to renewable energy 

forms, most of the tower operators have been very slow to implement this change. The 

renewable energy ministry had asked telecom companies to reduce their dependency on 

conventional fuels and consider alternatives for partly powering telecom towers. While some 

tower creators are looking at compressed natural gas and piped natural gas to power towers, 

Indus Towers, the largest with over 1 lakh towers in India, planned to set up 2,500 solar towers 

by end of this year. Viom Networks, which operates more than 38,000 towers across India, plans 

to run more than one-fourth of this number on alternative energy within the next two years. It 
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plans to run 2,000 towers on solar power alone by 2013. For the GSM Technology, it requires an 

average of 6 BTS to operate one tower. Each shelter has two (1.5 ton) air conditioners for the 

key maintenance of the temperature for the shelter’s electronic systems. The DG set is typically 

15 kVA capacity, which consumes an average of 3 litres of diesel per hour [4].  

  Each tower requires energy from 1000 W to 3000 W (older installation consumes more 

power as compare to new one because of technological advancement). Each 1000 W results in 

the 22 tonnes/hr of emission of CO2 if running on the state electricity and in case of the gensets 

this number is many times more. Assuming average power consumption of each tower is 1200 

W then total CO2 emission is 105.6 lakh tonne per hour by all these towers if we assume that all 

are running on state electricity. In India   about 70%  telecom towers are in rural areas. Presently 

40% power requirements are met by grid electricity and 60% by diesel generators [2]. The diesel 

generators are of 10-15 KVA capacity and consume about 3 liters of diesel per hour and produce 

2.63 kg of CO2 per liter. For every kWh of grid electricity consumed, 0.84 Kg of CO2 is emitted. 

Total CO2 emission is around 5 million tones of CO2 due to diesel consumption and around 8 

million tons due to power grid per annum. The move from diesel to solar and other alternate 

sources of energy will result in a reduction of 5 million tons of CO2 emissions as well as a 

savings of huge amount in operating expenses for telecom tower companies. Move to renewable 

energy sources can generate millions of carbon credits that could offset the opex on their towers. 

Thus by replacing diesel generators with solar panels in cell phone towers, more than 5 million 

tons of carbon emissions could be prevented from entering the atmosphere and reduce the opex 

of telecom towers. India has about 500 million mobile phone subscribers, more than even the 

population of any country except China   India is expected to have one billion mobile phone 

subscribers by 2015 which would mean about 250,000 more mobile towers which, in turn, would 

double the carbon emissions. Even if the solar panels supply a part of the total power required, it 

would still save substantial amounts of money, fuel and carbon emissions. 

   In India the annual solar radiation is about 5 kWh/ sq m per day with about 1500-2000 

sun-shine hours per year. Solar radiations represent the earth’s most abundant energy source. The 

perennial source of solar energy provides unlimited supply, has no negative impact on the 

environment. The solar photovoltaic (PV) modules convert solar radiation from the sun into 

electrical energy in the form of direct current (DC). Converting solar energy into electricity is the 

answer to the mounting power problems in telecom towers particularly in the rural areas  

 

 

                             

                     

                                                                                                                       

  

          

 

  

Figure 1.(a) photovoltaic effect(b) how a PV cell works (c) a crystalline silicon panel 

  

http://telecomyatra.afaqs.com/news/?sid=663_India+to+have+600+mn+mobile+subscribers+by+month+end:+Kamat
http://telecomyatra.afaqs.com/news/index.html?sid=622_Kamat+says+mobile+subscriber+base+to+reach+one+billion+by+2015
http://telecomyatra.afaqs.com/news/index.html?sid=622_Kamat+says+mobile+subscriber+base+to+reach+one+billion+by+2015
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 The voltage output from a single crystalline solar cell is about 0.5 volt with an amperage 

output that is directly proportional to the cell's surface area (approximately 7 amperes for a 6-

inch-square multi crystalline solar cell). Typically, 30 to 36 cells are wired in series (+ to –) in 

each solar module. This produces a solar module with a 12-volt nominal output (~17 volts at 

peak power) that can then be wired in series and/or parallel with other solar modules to form a 

complete solar array. Solar cells used in telecom towers are shown in Fig 2.  

 

 

             Figure 2. Solar cells used in telecom tower for uninterrupted power supply. 

                                                                    II. Tele Density 

 

Telephony introduced in India in 1882. The total number of telephones in the country stands at 

885.99 million, while the overall tele-density has increased to 73.97% and the total numbers of 

mobile phone subscribers have reached 851.70 million as of June 2011. Himachal Pradesh has 

become the first state in India to achieve 100 per cent tele-density. The state has almost seven 

million mobile customers [5]. The state population is 6.8 million as per the Census 2011 much 

lower than the mobile subscriber population of seven million. While the urban tele density 

reached 150.67 per cent, the rural tele density reached 32.11per cent. Experts have pointed out 

that the reasons for this rapid growth are lowest call rates, large market base due to bigger 

population, considerably sizable untapped market and robust economic growth of the country. In 

addition factors like rapid technological adoption, better service standards, innovative product 

offerings and competitive pricing amongst the service providers has also contributed in a major 

way to increase the tele-density of the country. 

 

Diesel Consumption in Telecom Towers  and Environmental Pollution 

 The telecom operator spends   3 billion (USD 67.42 million) every month towards 

running diesel generators in remote locations where grid base power is limited. This translates to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephones
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an operational energy expense of around   65 billion annually to operate network towers, 

especially in off-grid locations (4).  Since, Electricity supply is erratic and is not available 

through out the day in many parts, Diesel Generators (DG) are used to power the telecom 

network, as a back up for power supply. 

 DG’s are operational for  15-20 hours (avg.) in rural areas and 3- 7 hours in urban areas 

(Table 1) putting a stress on the environment by way of carbon emissions and  noise 

pollution  

 One litre of diesel emits 2.63 kg of CO2 emissions. 
Hence telecom networks contribute to carbon emissions and global warming. 

 

Table 1. Power Availability at Tower Sites 

 

Grid Power Availability  Cell Sites                

10% : >20 hrs   Mainly metro cities of Mumbai, Kolkata, 

Chennai, some cities of Gujarat, State of 

Chattisgarh, some cities of Punjab 

20% : 16-20 hrs  Covers most other major cities and towns in the 

rest of the country 

30% : 12-16 hrs  All semi-urban and small urban towns in all 

states 

25%  : 8-12 hrs  Mostly rural areas 

15%  :  <8 hrs  Mostly parts of Bihar and some towns of 

Assam, NE states, UP and J&K 

 

 

 The Power Problem 

 A quick analysis of telecom network operating costs indicates power and fuel are the 

primary operating costs, comprising over 30% of total operating cost. This is because grid power 

(Electricity Board or EB power) is highly unreliable and in a lot of cases, not available in rural 

areas. BTS sites require constant and uninterrupted power for the safe operation of the network. 

As a result, BTS sites have utilized onsite diesel generators to either provide backup or primary 

power in the absence of EB power. Uninterrupted operation is achieved through a battery bank. 

The typical configuration of DG sets is 10-15 KVA with a fuel burn rate of 2-3 litres per hour 

(depending on full or half load operations). Assuming seven hours of DG operations in urban 

areas and 20 hours in rural areas, estimated usage of diesel fuel is 2-4 billion litres per year 

across the 400,000 towers in India. Fuel demand is increasing with each new tower. India, with 

its excellent irradiance, has the opportunity to exploit Photovoltaic (PV) solar power to meet this 

challenge of onsite power generation. Coupled with a battery backup, PV systems are a viable 

and exciting alternative to reduce the power cost and total operating expenditure (OPEX), 

thereby providing a sustainable and reliable strategic solution to the fuel problem. The operating 

cost of diesel and solar PV system is shown in Table-2 which shows that solar PV system is 

economical (  14.08/kWh) than diesel DG sets (  16.19/kWh) and also eco friendly and can 

market their carbon credit to reduce further the opex of the telecom tower. 
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Table 2. Comparative analysis of solar PV and diesel generators (DG) uses in telecom tower. 

Purely DG sets Purely PV system 

Annual consumption of 15 kVA 

DG sets@ 3 litres/h, litres 

26280 Assumed capacity, Wp 15000 

4% shut down period i.e.for 96% 

operation, litres 

25229 Annual sunlight hours 1650 

kWh produce@3.5 kWh/litre 88301.5 10 year  yield, kWp 247500 

Diesel cost@42/litre,  1059618 Capital investment  

@   200/Wp,  

30,00,000 

Cost of machine etc,  300000 Operating cost, (including 

depreciation, interest, 

maintenance), /10 years  

49,80,000 

Operating cost (including 

depreciation, interest, housing/rent, 

maintenance), /year 

1429918 

Operating cost/kWh,   16.19 Operating cost/kWh,  20.12 

  After 30% subsidy 14.08 

 

Telecom Companies  and Their Role 

 ECIndia has the fastest growing telecom network in the world with its high population 

and development potential. India's public sector telecom company BSNL (11.41%) is the 

7th largest telecom company in world. The entry of new players into the telecom industry 

has made competition intense, in particular over the last four years. The dominant players 

in the market currently include Bharti-Airtel (20.09 per cent of the Indian market), 

Reliance Communications (16.70 %), Vodafone (16.54 %), Tata Tele Services (11.08 %), 

Idea (10.97 % ) and Aircel (6.76 %) (Table 3).  

Table 3. Share of telecom companies in Indian market and steps taken to use renewables 

Companies Market 

share, % 

Steps taken for use Renewable energy in teletowers 

Bharati Airtel 20.09 Targeted for solarising 2000 towers by 2010-11. No 

latest information on achievement. 

Reliance Communication 16.70 Steps taken to use renewable to reduce opex by 50-60% 

Vodafone 16.54 23% of its global operation by renewables 

BSNL 11.41 Taken pilot projects under Jawharlal Nehru Solar 

Mission for solarising towers. 

Tata Teleservices Ltd 11.08 Deployed 31 cell sites powered by solar power and fuel 

cells. 

Idea Cellular 10.97 Solar-DG hybrid in some mobile towers 

Aircel 6.76  

 

No information available 

Stel 0.34 

Loop 0.39 

Eti Salat 0.08 

HFCL 0.18 

Uninor 2.73 

Videcon 0.83 

MTNL 0.69 

Siestema 1.21 

Source: Telephone Regulatory Authority of India (as on 28
th
 Feb, 2011)  

mailto:produce@3.5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BSNL
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As per the directives of Ministry of  New and Renewable Energy, some companies have taken 

initiative steps to use renewable energy sources to power their telecom towers. Some major are:  

 Bharti Infratel has set a target of deploying 2000 renewable energy sites initially. The 

project is also expected to result in an estimated reduction of 58,170 tonnes of CO2 

emissions per year. 

 BSNL has taken up pilot projects for 10 kW solar plants at 14 sites and Wind power 

project at 6 USO funded sites in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and 

Maharashtra. 

 Indus Towers, the largest with over 1 lakh towers in India, will set up 2,500 solar towers 

by end of this year. 

 Viom Networks, which operates more than 38,000 towers across India, plans to run more 

than one-fourth of this number on alternative energy within the next two years. It plans to 

run 2,000 towers on solar power alone by 2013. Share of telecom infrastructure 

companies in India is given in Table 4 and different operators dealing with telecom 

infrastructure companies is given in Table 5. 

Table 4 Market Shares of Telecom Tower 

Companies  

Table5Telcos and Tower Companies  
 

Players  Share  Telecom 

Operator  

Main Tower 

Company  

Indus Towers Limited (ITL)  32.2%  Bharti  BIL/ITL  

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 

(BSNL)  

15.2%  Reliance  RITL  

Reliance Infratel Limited (RITL)  15.2%  Vodafone  ITL  

Viom Networks Limited (Viom)  11.2%  BSNL  MTNL, BSNL and 

Others  

Bharti Infratel Limited (BIL)  9.7%  Idea  ITL  

GTL Infrastructure Limited (GTL)  9.5%  Tata  Viom  

American Tower Company 

Limited (ATC)  

2.3%  Aircel  Own and Others  

Tower Vision India Limited 

(TVIL)  

0.9%  MTNL  BSNL, MTNL and 

Others  

India Telecom Infra Limited (ITIL)  0.3%  Others  Own and Others  

Aster Infrastructure Limited 

(Aster)  

0.3%    

Others  3.2%    

Source: ICRA Research and media reports 

                                                              III.Conclusion       

Solar PV system is economical (  14.08/kWh) than diesel DG sets (  16.19/kWh) and also 

eco friendly and can market their carbon credit to reduce further the opex of the telecom 

tower. To reduce CO2 emission and global warming due to telecom towers, Govt. should 

make it mandatory to telecom companies to use renewable energy. More incentives should be 

given to those who use renewable energy for their towers. 
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